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During central nervous system development, several guidance cues and receptors, as well as cell

adhesion molecules, are required for guiding axons across the midline and along the anterior–
posterior axis. In Drosophila, commissural axons sense the midline attractants Netrin A and B

(Net) through Frazzled (Fra) receptors. Despite their importance, lack of Net or fra affects only

some commissures, suggesting that additional molecules can fulfill this function. Recently,

planar cell polarity (PCP) proteins have been implicated in midline axon guidance in both ver-

tebrate and invertebrate systems. Here, we report that the atypical cadherin and PCP molecule

Flamingo/Starry night (Fmi/Stan) acts jointly with Net/Fra signaling during midline develop-

ment. Additional removal of fmi strongly increases the guidance defects in Net/fra mutants.

Rescue and domain deletion experiments suggest that Fmi signaling facilitates commissural

pathfinding potentially by mediating axonal fasciculation in a partly homophilic manner.

Altogether, our results indicate that contact-mediated cell adhesion via Fmi acts in addition to

the Net/Fra guidance system during axon pathfinding across the midline, underlining the

importance of PCP molecules during vertebrates and invertebrates midline development.

Introduction

The midline, which constitutes the axis of symmetry
of bilateral symmetric animals, plays a fundamental
role in wiring the central nervous system (CNS) of
both vertebrates and invertebrates (Tessier-Lavigne &
Goodman 1996). It provides a variety of guidance
cues essential for correct axonal growth and targeting
of developing neurons (Dickson & Zou 2010). Both
the vertebrate spinal cord and the invertebrate ventral
nerve cord (VNC) are built up of an orthogonal array
of axonal projections: commissural axons, the ones

extending across the midline, are essential for com-
munication and coordination between left and right
sides of the body; longitudinal axon tracts, extending
parallel to the midline, allow exchange of signals from
and to the brain. Spinal cord and nerve cord share
other kinds of similarities, including axon guidance
systems (Kolodkin & Tessier-Lavigne 2011). For
example, Netrins and their receptors of the deleted in
colorectal cancer (DCC) family comprise the major
midline attractants (Kennedy et al. 1994; Serafini
et al. 1994; Keino-Masu et al. 1996), whereas Slits
and their receptors of the Robo family are the major
midline repellents (Kidd et al. 1998, 1999). In Dro-
sophila, there are two members of the Netrin protein
family: NetrinA (NetA) and NetrinB (NetB). They
have an overlapping and redundant function in pro-
moting midline crossing of commissural axons; only
when both are deleted, there is a significant reduction
in the amount of axons that cross the midline (Harris
et al. 1996; Mitchell 1996). Highly similar defects are
observed in mutants for frazzled (fra), the Netrin recep-
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tor (Kolodziej et al. 1996). In spite of this, NetA and
NetB have been shown to exert attraction to the mid-
line via another receptor, Dscam (Andrews et al. 2008)
and repulsion through the Unc-5 receptor family
(Leonardo 1997; Hong 1999; Keleman & Dickson
2001). In mice, netrin-1 is expressed in a dorsal–ventral
gradient in the spinal cord and is thought to act as a
long-range chemoattractant for commissural axons
(Kennedy et al. 2006). In flies, however, there is evi-
dence that Netrins act as short-range cues, promoting
growth across the midline once the axons get there,
rather than attracting axons over long distances
(Brankatschk & Dickson 2006). Notably, in Net/fra
mutants, many commissures still form (Brankatschk &
Dickson 2006), suggesting that other molecules might
also be acting as attractants. In mice, it was shown that
Sonic Hedgehog plays this role in addition to Netrin-1
(Charron et al. 2003); there is no evidence, however,
that Hedgehog or other molecules act as attractants at
the fly midline (Dickson & Zou 2010), posing the
question of which other molecules act in addition to
Net-mediated guidance.

Recently, ‘core’ planar cell polarity (PCP) pro-
teins, known for regulating the organization of cell
sheets in the tangential plane (Goodrich & Strutt
2011; Adler 2012), have been implicated in axon
pathfinding in both vertebrate and invertebrates; in
particular, data of a possible role in midline crossing
have been accumulating (Zou 2012; Tissir & Goffinet
2013). ‘Core’ genes include the transmembrane mol-
ecule Flamingo/Starry night (Fmi/Stan) (for simplic-
ity, we refer to it as Fmi) (Chae et al. 1999; Usui
et al. 1999), Van Gogh/Strabismus (Vang/Stbm)
(Taylor et al. 1998; Wolff & Rubin 1998), and Friz-
zled (Fz) (Vinson et al. 1989; Adler et al. 1997), as
well as the cytoplasmic proteins Prickle (Pk) (Gubb
et al. 1999), Dishevelled (Dsh) (Adler 1992), and
Diego (Dgo) (Feiguin et al. 2001). Their asymmetric
distribution along the proximal–distal axis of contigu-
ous cells is fundamental for transmitting the polariza-
tion along the epithelia (Adler 2012). Fmi plays an
instructive role for the establishment of this asymmetric
distribution by recruiting and stabilizing Vang/Pk
complexes on the proximal side and Fz/Dsh com-
plexes on the distal side (Chen et al. 2008; Strutt &
Strutt 2008). Loss of these genes leads to a variety of
problems during neuronal development. In mice,
Celsr3, together with Frizzled3 and Vangl2 were
implicated in anterior–posterior guidance of spinal cord
commissural axons and of brainstem serotoninergic
and dopaminergic axons (Fenstermaker et al. 2010;
Shafer et al. 2011; Chai et al. 2014). In flies, Fmi, Fz,

Vang, and Dsh promote axonal branching and target-
ing of mushroom body neurons (Shimizu et al.
2011). Fmi also guides photoreceptor axons in the
visual system (Lee et al. 2003; Senti et al. 2003; Chen
& Clandinin 2008; Hakeda-Suzuki et al. 2011) and
regulates dendritic morphogenesis of sensory neurons
(Gao et al. 2000; Kimura et al. 2006) independently
of other PCP genes.

In light of these previous reports and the expres-
sion of Fmi in the Drosophila embryonic CNS (Usui
et al. 1999), we analyzed the potential contribution
of Fmi to Net-mediated axon pathfinding.

Here, we show that Fmi signaling acts jointly
with Net/Fra during specific aspects of Drosophila
midline targeting, supporting the idea that polarity-
regulating genes can play important roles not only in
stationary systems such as epithelial sheets, but also
in highly motile structures such as axonal growth
cones.

Results

Loss of Flamingo strongly enhances the axonal

phenotypes of Netrin/frazzled mutants

Net and its receptor fra are guidance molecules during
axonal growth toward and across the midline (Harris
et al. 1996; Kolodziej et al. 1996; Mitchell 1996). Lack
of either or both of the genes, however, results in a
partially penetrant phenotype, where still many com-
missures are able to form (Harris et al. 1996; Kolodziej
et al. 1996; Mitchell 1996; Brankatschk & Dickson
2006). We investigated a possible role of Fmi as an
additional guidance system during Drosophila CNS
formation. fmi mutants do not show a phenotype in
midline guidance albeit Fmi’s strong expression in the
VNC (Usui et al. 1999). By contrast, combination of
an fmi mutation with a loss-of-function of fra or a dele-
tion covering both of the Netrin genes in fra; fmi and
Net; fmi double mutants, respectively, resulted in a
strong enhancement of both the posterior-commissural
and the longitudinal tract phenotypes, when compared
to Net or fra single mutants (Fig. 1A,B). By contrast,
anterior commissures remained unaffected compared
to single mutants. Posterior commissure and longitudi-
nal axon defects (arrows in Fig. 1A and asterisks in
Fig. 1B) were increased to almost 100% in the double
mutants (Fig. 1A–D). Moreover, the phenotypes of
Net; fmi double mutants and fra; fmi double mutants
were qualitatively and quantitatively very similar
(Fig. 1A–D), suggesting that Net acts exclusively
through Fra and not through Fmi.
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(A)
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(B)

Figure 1 Loss of Flamingo strongly enhances the commissural and the longitudinal phenotypes of Net/fra mutants. (A–B) Repre-

sentative stage 17 embryos of indicated genotypes stained with anti-HRP (magenta, A) to visualize the axon scaffold, or with anti–
FasII (green, B) to label ipsilateral axons. Anterior is up. (A) In wild-type embryos CNS axons are organized in two commissures

(AC and PC) per segment and two longitudinal tracts that run along the anterior–posterior axis of the embryo. Embryos mutant for

fra or Net-A and Net-B (NetABD) exhibit defects in commissure formation, with some of the PC thinner or missing (arrow),

whereas fmi mutants have wild-type axonal projections. fra3/3 fmiE59/E59, and NetABD/Y fmiE59/E59 double mutants show strong

enhancement of the commissural phenotype compared to single mutants, with loss of most of the PC. Additionally, breaks in the

longitudinal tracts can be observed in double mutants (asterisk). (B) In wild-type embryos, three ipsilateral FasII-positive axon path-

ways form properly. In fra3/3 or NetABD/Y mutants, occasionally breaks or loss of the most lateral longitudinal tract occur, whereas

in fmiE59/E59 mutants, no severe defects are observed. fra3/3 fmiE59/E59 and NetABD/Y fmiE59/E59 embryos show severe disruption of

the fascicles, with loss of two or all the tracts in most of the segments. Scale bar, 20 lm. (C–D) Quantification of defective posterior

commissures and defective longitudinal tracts in embryos of the indicated genotypes. 15–20 embryos per genotype were analyzed.

Values displayed in C are percentages of defective posterior commissure calculated in each embryo. Error bars indicate s.e.m.

***P < 0.001. Values displayed in D are percentages of defective longitudinal tracts calculated in each embryo. Mild phenotype

(arrowhead) refers to loss of the lateral tract, strong phenotype refers to segments where one or none of the fascicles are formed

(asterisk in B). Detailed genotypes are as follows: w-, fra3/4, NetABD/Y, fmiE59/E59, fra3/3 fmi E59/E59, NetABD/Y, and fmiE59/E59.
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Flamingo is required in neurons, but not in

midline or glia cells

We next addressed in which cells Fmi is required, as
abnormal axon pathfinding can arise from aberrant
neuron–neuron interactions (Lin et al. 1994; Iwai
et al. 1997; S�anchez-Soriano & Prokop 2005), from
absence of midline secreted guidance cues (Rothberg
et al. 1988; Harris et al. 1996; Mitchell 1996; Kidd
et al. 1999), or from irregular glia–neuron interactions
(Hidalgo & Booth 2000). Thus, we attempted to res-
cue the fra; fmi double mutant phenotype by restoring
Fmi expression in these different cell types using spe-
cific Gal4 drivers. Re-expression of Fmi through the
early pan-neuronal driver, 1407-Gal4, rescued the
double mutant phenotype to the level of fra single
mutants (Fig. 2A,B), in both commissures and longi-
tudinal tracts. A similar result was obtained with
another pan-neuronal driver, elav-Gal4, which drives
expression in postmitotic neurons. Re-expression in
other cell types such as midline or glia cells using sim-
Gal4 or gcm-Gal4, respectively, failed to rescue the
double mutant defects (Fig. 2A–D). By contrast, pan-
neuronal expression of UAS-fra fully restored com-
missure crossing (Fig. 2A) and additionally reduced
both the severity and the number of defects in longi-
tudinal bundles (Fig. 2B). These data suggest that
Fmi is required in neurons, but not in midline or
glial cells. The overlapping cellular requirement of
Fmi and Fra is consistent with their expression pat-
terns. In fact, both Fmi and Fra appear to be
expressed throughout the neuropil, that is, potentially
in all or most of the neurons (Fig. 2E).

Fmi acts non-cell-autonomously in commissural

neurons

The pan-neuronal rescue showed a requirement of
Fmi in neurons. To test whether Fmi acts cell-auton-
omously in CNS neurons, we tried to rescue the fra;
fmi double mutant phenotype by expressing Fmi in a
single population of neurons using the eagle-Gal4
(eg-Gal4) driver (Higashijima et al. 1996; Dittrich
et al. 1997). In wild-type embryos, expression of a
membrane-bound green fluorescent protein (GFP)
(UAS-mcd8-GFP) with the eg-Gal4 driver labels two
clusters of neurons: one cluster (EG neurons) extend-
ing axons in the anterior commissure and a medial
cluster (EW neurons), with axons crossing the mid-
line in the posterior commissure of the adjacent seg-
ment. In fra; fmi double mutants, as in fra or Net
mutants (Brankatschk & Dickson 2006; Garbe et al.

2007), only EW axons were found to be defective
(Fig. 3A,B). Selective re-expression of Fra in eagle
neurons in the double mutants resulted in a successful
rescue of midline crossing. By contrast, re-expression
of UAS-fmi in eagle neurons failed to rescue midline
crossing defects (Fig. 3A,B). Given that the rescue
was successful in a larger population of CNS neurons
using pan-neuronal drivers, our result indicates that
Fmi is required not only in a single neuron popula-
tion but also in surrounding neurons, likely by con-
tact-mediated signaling or homophilic adhesion
among extending axons. The requirement in a larger
population of axons is also consistent with the notion
that Fmi may enhance axonal fasciculation and
thereby facilitates pathfinding of axons, which are
responsive to midline axon guidance cues (e.g., Net).

Fmi can partially compensate for the loss of Net/

Fra pathway in commissural axons

We have shown that Fmi acts jointly with Net/Fra
signaling during midline pathfinding, but the func-
tional relationship between the two pathways remains
unclear. In particular, we wished to determine
whether Fmi can mediate midline crossing similar to
Net/Fra, and whether this ability relies on the pres-
ence of surrounding axons, as suggested by the non-
cell-autonomous role in the eagle neuron subset. We
tried to rescue the Net or fra single mutant pheno-
types by selectively over-expressing Fmi in eagle neu-
rons. In contrast to the re-expression of Fmi in
double mutants, this caused a partial rescue of the
EW crossing defects (Fig. 4A,B). These data indicate
that Fmi can partially substitute Net/Fra in commis-
sural axon pathfinding. Over-expression of one of the
Netrin receptors, Dscam, leads to ectopic midline
crossing of longitudinal axons and was taken as evi-
dence supporting the role of Dscam as additional
mediator of midline attraction (Andrews et al. 2008).
To test whether Fmi could enhance midline crossing,
we over-expressed Fmi in a subset of longitudinal
neurons using the ftzng-Gal4 driver (Lin et al. 1994).
Over-expression of two copies of UAS-fmi with
ftzng-Gal4 resulted in frequent ectopic midline cross-
ings and resembled, albeit milder, the phenotype
observed upon Fra over-expression (Fig. 4C,D).
Thus, Fmi showed a similar ability as compared to
the Fra receptor in eliciting midline crossing and is
able to partially substitute Fra on the steering axons.
These data together with the requirement of Fmi in
groups of neurons indicate that Fmi can support
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Net-mediated midline crossing possibly by enhancing
fasciculation of axons that are attracted to the midline.

Fmi may act through a Frizzled-dependent but

PCP-independent pathway

In the vertebrate CNS, the Fmi homologue Celsr3
guides axons along the antero-posterior axis (Shafer
et al. 2011). Although the molecular pathway acti-
vated by Celsr3 in this system remains unknown
(Tissir et al. 2005; Shafer et al. 2011), Fz and other
PCP pathway components, such as Vangl2, are likely
to be involved (Shafer et al. 2011). In addition, the
system seems to be responsive to a Wnt gradient that
initiates the antero-posterior definition (Fenstermaker
et al. 2010; Shafer et al. 2011).

As we showed that Fmi is involved in CNS axon
pathfinding in flies, we tested whether Fra genetically
interacts also with other PCP molecules in this con-
text. We tested the other two transmembrane PCP
proteins, Fz and Vang, that were shown to interact
with Fmi (Chen et al. 2008; Strutt & Strutt 2008)
and the cytoplasmic protein Dsh, which acts down-
stream of Fz in both PCP and Wnt signaling
(Boutros et al. 1998). fz showed a synergistic
enhancement of the fra mutant phenotype strikingly
similar to fra; fmi double mutant phenotypes
(Fig. 5A). There was no enhancement of the fra
mutant phenotype with other PCP mutations, such as
vang and dsh. As Fmi was shown to directly interact
with Fz to transmit polarity information among
neighboring cells (Chen et al. 2008), it is possible that
Fmi and Fz also interact during the CNS axon path-
finding. Using a combination of loss-of-function

alleles of wg, wnt2, wnt4, and wnt5 with Net or fra,
we next investigated the possibility that any of these
molecules might act as Fmi ligands in this context.
Removal in the Net or fra mutant background or
over-expression of any of these molecules had no
effect on the axonal phenotype (Fig. S1 in Support-
ing Information). Considering that Wg and DWnt4
were shown to act redundantly during the establish-
ment of PCP in the Drosophila wing (Wu et al.
2013), we cannot fully rule out the possibility that
this redundancy is preserved in the midline context.
However, the absence in the midline of a gain-of-
function phenotype, that was instead observed upon
misexpression of either of the genes in the wing (Wu
et al. 2013) argues against a role of Wnts as ligands
for Fmi in this context. Furthermore, other PCP
molecules are not involved indicating an apparent dif-
ference between vertebrate and Drosophila CNS sys-
tems.

Fmi requires its intracellular domain, but does not

signal through its known effector Espinas

To test more directly whether Fmi is a signaling mol-
ecule, we sought to determine Fmi domain require-
ment in the embryonic CNS by rescuing the fra; fmi
double mutant phenotypes with different fragments
of Fmi protein. Pan-neuronal expression (1407-Gal4)
of a Fmi version lacking the intracellular part (UAS-
fmiD-Intra) (Strutt & Strutt 2008) failed to rescue the
double mutant phenotype (Fig. 6A–C), suggesting
that the intracellular tail of Fmi is required for a pos-
sible interaction with cytoplasmic signaling compo-
nents. In contrast, a version of Fmi lacking most of

Figure 2 Flamingo is required in neurons, but not in midline or longitudinal glia cells, for proper axonal targeting of CNS axons.

(A) Commissural defects in fra3/3 fmiE59/E59 mutants are rescued at the level of fra3/3 single mutants when wild-type fmi construct

(UAS-fmi) is re-expressed in neurons with 1407-Gal4 or elav-Gal4. Re-expression of fmi in midline cells with sim-Gal4 or in lon-

gitudinal glia with gcm-Gal4 leads to similar defects as observed in fra; fmi double mutants. Re-expression of a wild-type fra con-

struct (UAS-fra) with 1407-Gal4 fully rescues the commissural mistargeting. Magenta is the anti-HRP staining. Scale bar, 20 lm.

(B) Severity of the longitudinal tracts phenotype in fra3/3 fmiE59/E59 mutants is reduced when fmi is re-expressed in neurons with

1407-Gal4 or elav-Gal4, but not when re-expressed in midline cells (sim-Gal4) or longitudinal glia (gcm-Gal4). Similar effects are

observed with pan-neuronal expression of fra. Green is anti-FasII staining. Scale bar, 20 lm. (C–D) Quantification for the rescue

of the PC defects (C) and of the longitudinal tracts (D) defects in fra; fmi double mutants. 15–20 embryos per genotype were ana-

lyzed. Values displayed in C are percentages of defective posterior commissure per embryo. Error bars indicate s.e.m.

***P < 0.001. n.s.: not significant. Values displayed in D are percentages of defective longitudinal tracts per embryo. Mild pheno-

type/strong phenotype categories are same as in Fig. 1. (E) Anti-Flamingo (red) and anti-Frazzled (green) antibody staining shows

a similar expression pattern for Frazzled and Flamingo in wild-type embryos from beginning of axonal extension (stage13) to the

end of embryonic development (stage 16). Scale bar, 10 lm. Detailed genotypes are as follows: 1407-Gal4 fra3 fmiE59/fra3 fmiE59,

1407-Gal4 fra3 fmiE59/fra3 fmiE59; UAS-fmi/+, 1407-Gal4 fra3 fmiE59/fra3 fmiE59; UAS-fra/+, fra3 fmiE59/fra3 fmiE59; elav-Gal4/+,

fra3 fmiE59/fra3 fmiE59; elav-Gal4/UAS-fmi, sim-Gal4 fra3 fmiE59/fra3 fmiE59, sim-Gal4 fra3 fmiE59/fra3 fmiE59; UAS-fmi/+, gcm-Gal4

fra3 fmiE59/fra3 fmiE59, gcm-Gal4 fra3 fmiE59/fra3 fmiE59; UAS-fmi/+.
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the extracellular domains required for homophilic
binding (Cadherin repeats, EGF-like domains and
laminin-G-like domains, UAS-fmiDN,) (Kimura et al.
2006) could partially rescue both commissural and
longitudinal phenotypes (Fig. 6A–C). These results
suggest that in this context, Fmi relies only partially
on homophilic interaction, but additionally interacts
with an unknown heterophilic ligand. Moreover,
they strongly argue that Fmi transmits an intracellular
signal. A similar result was reported in Drosophila
embryonic md dendrites (Kimura et al. 2006), sug-
gesting that the same molecular pathway might be
involved in CNS axonal tract formation.

We tested this hypothesis by analyzing the role of
the known Fmi downstream effector in dendrite
formation Espinas (Esn) (Matsubara et al. 2011) in

embryonic CNS neurons. We therefore combined a
loss-of-function mutation of esn (esnKO6) with fmi, fra,
or Net mutations and analyzed the CNS phenotype
for a possible synergistic effect. However, no
enhancement of fmi, fra, or Net defects was observed,
suggesting that Esn does not contribute to the CNS
formation downstream of Fmi (Fig. 6D–F). Thus,
Fmi activates an Esn-independent intracellular path-
way.

Abl does not serve as a common downstream

target of Fra and Fmi

As Fra and Fmi seem to function in a cooperative
manner, we assessed whether Fmi supports Net/
Fra-mediated midline guidance by contributing to

(A)

(B)

Figure 3 Fmi acts non-cell-autonomously in commissural neurons. (A) Analysis of commissural axon pathfinding in stage 16

embryos expressing UAS-mCD8-GFP in eagle-positive commissural neurons (with eg-Gal4). In fmiE59/E59 mutants, eg-positive

commissural axons properly cross the midline in two distinct fascicles: the EG cluster crossing in the AC and the EW cluster cross-

ing in the PC, whereas in fra3/4 mutants, some of the EW neurons fail to cross the midline (asterisks). This phenotype is enhanced

in fra3/3 fmiE59/E59 mutants, where almost all the EW neurons show midline crossing errors. This phenotype can be selectively res-

cued by re-expressing fra in eg-positive neurons, whereas fmi fail to rescue the phenotype. eagle neurons are stained with anti-GFP

(green), and axonal scaffold is stained with anti-HRP (magenta). Scale bar, 20 lm. (B) Quantification of EW crossing defects.

10–20 embryos per genotype were analyzed. Values displayed are percentages of EW crossing defects per embryo. Error bars indi-

cate s.e.m. ***P < 0.001, n.s.: not significant. Detailed genotypes are as follows: fmiE59/fmiE59; eg-Gal4 UAS-mcd8-GFP/UAS-

mcd8-GFP, fra3/fra4; eg-Gal4 UAS-mcd8-GFP/UAS-mcd8-GFP, fra3 fmiE59/fra3 fmiE59; eg-Gal4 UAS-mcd8-GFP/UAS-mcd8-GFP, fra3

fmiE59/fra3 fmiE59; eg-Gal4 UAS-mcd8-GFP/UAS-mcd8-GFP UAS-fmi, fra3 fmiE59/fra3 fmiE59; eg-Gal4 UAS-mcd8-GFP/UAS-mcd8-

GFP UAS-fra.
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(A)

(B)

(C) (D)

Figure 4 Flamingo can elicit midline crossing. (A–B) Analysis of commissural axon pathfinding in stage 16 embryos expressing

UAS-mCD8-GFP in eg-positive commissural neurons (with eg-Gal4). (A) In fra3/4 mutants and in NetABD/Y mutants, some of the

EW neurons fail to cross the midline (asterisks), but selective over-expression of fmi (UAS-fmi) in eg-positive neurons specifically

rescues the EW pathfinding errors in fra and Net mutant embryos. anti-GFP staining (green) labels eg-positive neurons, anti-HRP

staining (magenta) labels the axon scaffold. Scale bar, 20 lm. (B) Quantification of EW crossing defects. 15–20 embryos per geno-

type were analyzed. Values displayed are percentages of EW crossing defects per embryo. Error bars indicate s.e.m. ***P < 0.001;

n.s.: not significant. (C–D) Effect of over-expression of fmi or fra in ipsilateral neurons. (C) Stage 17 embryos over-expressing

either two copies of fmi (UAS-fmi) or two copies of fra (UAS-fra) in a small population of ipsilateral neurons with ftzng-Gal4 exhi-

bit ectopic midline crossing (arrowheads). Anti-FasII labels ipsilateral tracts (green). Scale bar, 20 lm. (D) Quantification of ectopic

midline crossing expressed as penetrance (percentage of embryos that display the phenotype) and as expressivity (average number

of ectopic crossing per embryos that exhibit the phenotype). Detailed genotypes are as follows: fra3/fra4; eg-Gal4 UAS-mcd8-GFP/

UAS-mcd8-GFP, NetABD/Y; eg-Gal4 UAS-mcd8-GFP/UAS-mcd8-GFP, fra3 UAS-mcd8-GFP/fra4; eg-Gal4UAS-mcd8-GFP/UAS-

fmi, NetABD/Y; eg-Gal4 UAS-mcd8-GFP/UAS-mcd8-GFP UAS-fmi, ftzng-Gal4/+, ftzng-Gal4 UAS-fmi/UAS-fmi, ftzng-Gal4 UAS-

fra/UAS-fra.
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Fra signaling. Therefore, we evaluated whether Abl,
a known downstream effector of Fra (Forsthoefel
et al. 2005; O’Donnell & Bashaw 2013), acts down-
stream of Fmi as well. Abl was shown to physically
interact with Fra (Forsthoefel et al. 2005; O’Donnell
& Bashaw 2013) and to act in commissural axons in

a cell-autonomous way by promoting Net-dependent
midline crossing through its F-actin binding domain
(O’Donnell & Bashaw 2013). Loss of both zygotic
and maternal Abl causes loss of all the commissures
(Grevengoed et al. 2001). As in Abl zygotic mutants,
proteins from maternal contribution remain, the used

(A)

(B) (C)

Figure 5 Flamingo does not seem to act through a PCP-mediated signaling. (A–C) Analysis of other PCP core genes in axon tar-

geting. (A) vang and dsh mutations do not significantly enhance the fra3/3 single mutant phenotype, neither in commissures (anti-

HRP, magenta, upper row) nor in longitudinal tracts (anti-FasII, green, bottom row), whereas fra3/3 fzKD4/KD4 double mutant

show similar phenotype to fra3/3 fmiE59/E59 double mutants. (B–C) Quantification of PC defects (B) and longitudinal tracts (C)

defects in fra3/3 vang153/153, dsh1/1 fra3/3, and fra3/3 fzKD4/KD4 double mutants. 15–20 embryos per genotype were analyzed. Values

displayed in B are percentages of defective posterior commissure per embryo. Error bars indicate s.e.m. ***P< 0.001 n.s.: not sig-

nificant. Values displayed in C are percentages of defective longitudinal tracts per embryo. Mild phenotype/strong phenotype cate-

gories are same as in Fig. 1. Detailed genotypes are as follows: fra3 fmiE59/fra3 fmiE59, fra3 vang153/fra3 vang153, dsh1/dsh1; fra3/fra3,

fra3/fra3; fzKD4/fzKD4.
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Abl allele Abl1 behaves like a hypomorphic mutant
(Forsthoefel et al. 2005). If Fmi signals through Abl,
loss of fmi would enhance or cause a phenotype in
this hypomorphic background, as previously showed
for Fra (Forsthoefel et al. 2005). We indeed saw dras-
tic commissural and longitudinal phenotypes in fmi;
Abl double mutant embryos (Fig. 7A,B). However,
this finding does not exclude that Abl acts exclusively
downstream of the Fra pathway. To assess this possi-

bility, we over-expressed Fmi and Abl with ftzng-
Gal4, reasoning that moderately increased levels of
both proteins might force the axons to ectopically
cross the midline, as observed with strongly increased
levels of just Fmi. We could not, however, observe
ectopic crossing (Fig. 7C,D). In contrast, co-over-
expression of Fra and Abl caused midline crossing
(Fig. 7C,D), supporting the hypothesis that Abl acts
downstream of Fra, but not of Fmi.

(A) (B) (C)

(D)
(E) (F)

Figure 6 Flamingo requires its intracellular domain. (A–C) Analysis of Flamingo domain requirement. A. Neuronal expression

(1407-Gal4) of a fmi construct lacking most of the extracellular domain (UAS-fmiDN) in fra3/3 fmiE59/E59 mutants partially rescues

commissural axon defects (anti-HRP staining, upper row) and the severity of the longitudinal tracts (anti-FasII staining in green, bot-

tom row), whereas expression of a fmi construct lacking intracellular domain (UAS-fmiDIntra) in fra3/3 fmiE59/E59 mutants still resem-

bles fra; fmi double mutants. Scale bar, 20 lm. (B–C) Quantification for the rescue of the PC defects (B) and of the longitudinal

tracts defects (C) in fra; fmi double mutants. 15–20 embryos per genotype were analyzed. (D) esn does not interact with fmi or Net/

Fra pathway. Combining esn mutant with fmi, fra or Net does not enhance the phenotypes of commissures (anti-HRP staining,

upper row) or the longitudinal tracts (anti-FasII staining in green, bottom row). (E,F) Quantification for the rescue of the commis-

sure defects (E) and of the longitudinal tracts defects (F) in esn mutants. Values displayed in B and E are percentages of defective pos-

terior commissure per embryo. Error bars indicate s.e.m. ***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01, n.s., not significant. Values displayed in C and F

are percentages of defective longitudinal tracts per embryo. Mild phenotype/strong phenotype categories are same as in Fig. 1.

Detailed genotypes are as follows: 1407-Gal4 fra3 fmiE59/fra3 fmiE59, 1407-Gal4 fra3 fmiE59/fra3 fmiE59; UAS-fmiDN/+, 1407-Gal4

fra3 fmiE59/fra3 fmiE59; UAS-fmiDIntra/+, esnKO6 fmiE59/esnKO6 fmiE59, esnKO6 fra3/esnKO6 fra3 NetABD/Y; esnKO6.
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As Fmi expression could partially rescue the fra
mutant commissural phenotype, we used the same strat-
egy to investigate a possible Fra-independent interaction
between Fmi and Abl. Similar to Fmi, over-expression
of Abl in eagle-positive neurons in a fra�/� background
suppressed midline crossing defects (Fig. 7E,F), suggest-
ing that Abl can act independently of Fra. In contrast,
over-expression of a kinase-dead version of Abl (UAS-
ablK417N) did not restore midline crossing. As in other
contexts, this kinase defective Abl was shown to act as
dominant negative (Sawyers et al. 1994; Hsouna et al.
2003), we over-expressed it together with Fmi in eagle
neurons to test whether loss of Abl function could inhi-
bit Fmi’s ability to restore midline crossing. However,
Fmi in the presence of kinase-dead Abl still promoted
midline crossing (Fig. 7E,F), suggesting that this effect is
independent of Abl function.

Together, these results do not support the hypoth-
esis that Fmi contributes to midline guidance through
Abl as a joint downstream effector molecule.

Rac1 GTPase is a candidate signaling molecule

downstream of Fmi

Small GTPases are common downstream components
of numerous signaling pathways (Hall & Lalli 2010);
and Rac1 and Cdc42 GTPases were already reported
to act downstream of Fra (Dorsten et al. 2007).
Therefore, we asked whether they could be the
merging point of Fra and Fmi signaling. Using the
same logic as described above, we observed that
Rac1, but not Rho1 or Cdc42 eg-Gal4 over-

expression partially rescued the fra mutant phenotype
(Fig. 8A,B). Previous work showed a genetic
interaction between Fra and Rac/Cdc42 GTPases by
over-expression of constitutively active forms of
Rac1 or Cdc42 in longitudinal neurons (Dorsten
et al. 2007). The experiments relied on the assump-
tion that Fra can modulate the level of active GTPas-
es, likely promoting the activation of guanine
exchange factor (GEF) which in turn prompted GDP
to GTP exchange, and thus GTPase activation. We
used the same approach for Fmi. Over-expression of
constitutively active Rac1 (UAS-Rac1V12) and
Cdc42 (UAS-Cdc42V12) caused ectopic midline
crossings of longitudinal axons (Fig. 8C,D). Removal
of one copy of the fmi gene caused a reduction of
Rac1-dependent crossing, but had no effect on
Cdc42-dependent crossing (Fig. 8C,D). Together,
these data indicated that Rac1 promotes midline
crossing and possibly acts downstream of Fmi as well
as Fra. The cooperation between the two signaling
pathways during commissure formation could thus at
least in part be explained by their joint recruitment
of the Rac1 GTPase to promote cytoskeleton remod-
eling.

Discussion

Here, we have shown that Fmi and Net/Fra signaling
act in a cooperative way to ensure proper pathfinding
of commissural and longitudinal axons at the Drosoph-
ila midline. We showed that in these neurons, homo-
philic as well as heterophilic activation of Fmi

Figure 7 Frazzled but not Flamingo signaling involves the Abl tyrosine kinase. (A) Abl zygotic mutant embryos show very little

neuronal defects, whereas fmi, Abl double mutants show disrupted commissures (anti-HRP, magenta) and longitudinal tracts (anti-

FasII, green), similar to what is observed in fra; fmi double mutants. (B) Quantification for PC longitudinal tracts defects in fmi,

Abl double mutants. 7–8 embryos per genotype were analyzed. Values displayed in B are percentages of defective posterior com-

missure per embryo and percentages of defective longitudinal tracts per embryo. Mild phenotype/strong phenotype categories are

same as in Fig. 1. (C) Stage 17 embryos over-expressing Abl (UAS-Abl) in ftzng-Gal4-positive ipsilateral neurons do not exhibit

ectopic midline crossing. When Fra (UAS-fra) is co-over-expressed together with Abl, ipsilateral neurons cross the midline (arrow-

heads), whereas co-over-expression of Abl and Fmi (UAS-fmi) does not result in any phenotype. Anti-FasII labels ipsilateral tracts

(green). (D) Quantification of ectopic midline crossing expressed as penetrance (percentage of embryos that display the phenotype)

and as expressivity (average number of ectopic crossing per embryos that exhibit the phenotype). (E) Effect of selective Abl over-

expression in eg-positive commissural neurons in fra mutant background. eg-positive neurons are labeled with eg-Gal4 UAS-

mCD8-GFP. Similar to Fmi, over-expression of Abl (UAS-Abl) in a subset of commissural neurons with eg-Gal4 rescues the fra3/4

mutant defects in EW neurons. A kinase dead version of Abl (UAS-AblK417N) does neither ameliorate EW pathfinding defects nor

interferes with Fmi ability to rescue midline crossing in eg neurons when both are co-over-expressed. Anti-GFP labels eagle neu-

rons (green), anti-HRP (magenta) labels the axon scaffold. n.d.: not determined. (F) Quantification of EW crossing defects shown

in (E). 15–20 embryos per genotype were analyzed. Values displayed are percentages of EW crossing defects. Error bars indicate

s.e.m. ***P < 0.001, **P< 0.01 n.s.: not significant. Scale bars represent 20 lm. Detailed genotypes are as follows: Abl1/Abl1,

fmiE59/fmiE59; Abl1/Abl1, ftzng-Gal4/UAS-Abl, ftzng-Gal4 UAS-fmi/UAS-Abl, ftzng-Gal4 UAS-fra/UAS-abl, fra3 UAS-mcd8-GFP/

fra4; eg-Gal4 UAS-mcd8-GFP/UAS-Abl, fra3 UAS-mcd8-GFP/fra4 UAS-ablK417N; eg-Gal4 UAS-mcd8-GFP/+, fra3 UAS-mcd8-GFP/

fra4 UAS-ablK417N; eg-Gal4 UAS-fmi/UAS-mcd8-GFP.
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signaling is required. Our analysis excluded two
known cytoplasmic interacting proteins, such as Esp-
inas or the Net/Fra downstream effector Abl as
mediators of Fmi signaling. Instead, we implicated
the RhoGTPase Rac1 as potential effector of Fra and
Fmi-mediated signaling. We propose that Fmi acts
through a novel PCP signaling-independent mecha-
nism during the formation of the Drosophila midline.

Fmi acts as a signaling molecule at the fly midline

The combined loss of Fmi and Net/Fra signaling
results in the absence of most of the posterior com-
missures and in disrupted fasciculation of longitudinal
tracts. Although the role of Net/Fra as instructive
axon guidance system for commissural neurons is
established, we investigated the cellular and molecular

(A)

(C)

(E)

(F)

(D)

(B)
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role of Fmi in this context. As a seven-pass trans-
membrane cadherin, Fmi can mediate cell–cell inter-
action in both a homophilic and heterophilic manner,
as well as transmit an intracellular signal. Indeed, evi-
dence for both of these mechanisms has been found
(Kimura et al. 2006; Steinel & Whitington 2009;
Steimel et al. 2010; Hakeda-Suzuki et al. 2011).
Notably, they are not mutually exclusive (Shima et al.
2004). It was showed that the Fmi extracellular cadh-
erin domain is essential for promoting cell adhesion
in vitro, because over-expression of an Fmi version
lacking the cadherin repeats does not induce the for-
mation of cell aggregates, whereas over-expression of
a Fmi lacking the intracellular domain induced cell
aggregation similar to full-length Fmi (Usui et al.
1999; Kimura et al. 2006). At the midline, we
observed that over-expression of FmiDIntra, which

lacks the intracellular domain, did not rescue the axo-
nal phenotype. This finding suggests that the interac-
tion with cytoplasmic components and therefore,
signaling is required for Fmi function. In C. elegans,
however, versions of Fmi without intracellular or
transmembrane domains were able to promote axonal
fasciculation in follower neurons (Steimel et al. 2010).
For the extracellular domains, our analysis of Fmi that
lacked the cadherin domain, but retained the hor-
mone binding domain and the seven-pass transmem-
brane domains, showed that Fmi signaling might
require both homophilic interaction through the
cadherin repeats and interaction with an unknown
heterophilic ligand through the other domains.

Regarding the kind of molecule that might be act-
ing as heterophilic ligand for Fmi, we favor the idea
that Fmi interacts with a short-range rather than a

(A)

(C)

(D)

(B)

Figure 8 Rac1 GTPase mediates both Frazzled- and Flamingo-dependent midline crossing. (A) Effect of selective over-expression

of either Rac1 Cdc42 or RhoA in eg-positive neurons (labeled with eg-Gal4 UAS-mCD8-GFP) in fra mutant embryos. Only

over-expression of Rac rescues the EW pathfinding errors. anti-GFP staining (green) labels eg-positive neurons, anti-HRP staining

(magenta) labels the axon scaffold. (B) Quantification of EW crossing defects. 15–20 embryos per genotype were analyzed. Values

displayed are percentages of EW crossing defects. Error bars indicate s.e.m. **P < 0.01. n.s.: not significant. (C) Stage 17 embryos

over-expressing constitutively active versions of either Rac1 (UAS-Rac1V12, upper row) or Cdc42 (UAS-Cdc42V12, bottom

row) in a small population of ftzng-Gal4-positive ipsilateral neurons exhibit ectopic midline crossing (asterisks). Removal of one

copy of fmi reduces the strength of the phenotype of Rac1V12 over-expression but not of Cdc42V12 over-expression. Anti-FasII

labels ipsilateral tracts (green). (D) Quantification of ectopic midline crossing expressed as penetrance (percentage of embryos that

display the phenotype) and as expressivity (average number of ectopic crossing per embryos that exhibit the phenotype). Scale bars

represent 20 lm. Detailed genotypes are as follows: fra3 UAS-mcd8-GFP/fra4; eg-Gal4 UAS-mcd8-GFP/UAS-rac1, fra3 UAS-mcd8-

GFP/fra4; eg-Gal4 UAS-mcd8-GFP/UAS-cdc42, fra3 UAS-mcd8-GFP/fra4; eg-Gal4 UAS-mcd8-GFP/UAS-Rho1, ftzng-Gal4/UAS-

rac1V12, fmiE59/+; ftzng-Gal4/UAS-rac1V12, ftzng-Gal4/UAS-cdc42V12, fmiE59/+; ftzng-Gal4/UAS-cdc42V12.
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long-range cue. In fact, when over-expressed in
eagle-commissural axons, it can trigger commissural
pathfinding only when some surrounding axons target
correctly (Figs 3A,4A), suggesting that contact-medi-
ated interactions are needed. Such an interaction is
consistent with both homophilic and heterophilic
short-range mechanisms and additionally supports
roles for Fmi as axonal fasciculation factor. Given that
in the fly midline, Netrins are not distributed as a
gradient but instead act as short-range guidance cues
(Brankatschk & Dickson 2006), we concluded that
both Fra and Fmi signaling seem to be short-range
signaling mechanisms in the nerve cord. Short-range
mechanisms for Fra and Fmi have been observed in
the Drosophila visual system. Here, Fmi and Fra are
required for the correct targeting of R8 photorecep-
tor axons at the M3 layer in the medulla. However,
there are some differences between the roles of Fmi
in embryonic CNS targeting and photoreceptor tar-
geting. In the visual system, Fmi’s intracellular
domain is not required, in contrast to what we
observed at the midline; instead, it is proposed that
the transmembrane molecule golden Goal (Gogo)
transduces the signal as a moiety (Hakeda-Suzuki
et al. 2011), whereas in the midline, Gogo does not
seem to play a role.

Fmi plays a supportive role at the midline

We provide evidence that Drosophila Fmi contributes
to the formation of the CNS midline, and suggest
that Fmi plays a supportive role by facilitating Net/
Fra-mediated midline attraction. It remains surprising,
however, that the loss of fmi alone does not cause a
phenotype. What is the mechanism of Fmi’s support
role? Fmi might promote midline pathfinding by (i)
generating polarity within the neuron, (ii) enhancing
its directionality or adhesion, or (iii) promoting fas-
ciculation of follower neurons in a rather permissive
manner. The last possibility is particularly intriguing,
especially considering the effect of Fmi over-expres-
sion in longitudinal axons and the ability of Fmi to
rescue the commissural phenotype only in the pres-
ence of surrounding axons. Therefore, the absence of
Fmi alone would not severely affect pathfinding, if
proper signals such as Net/Fra efficiently attract neu-
rons to the midline. Because Fra signaling likely
instructs axons during important guidance decisions,
Fmi’s support function can ameliorate but not fully
compensate for the lack of Fra. The absence of both
mechanisms, namely supportive interactions among
developing axons and attractive interactions at deci-

sion points, results in complete loss of the commis-
sural bundle, as observed for fra; fmi double mutant
embryos. Fmi-dependent axonal fasciculation could
support axon guidance by ensuring that follower or
later-extending axons grow on the path pioneered by
early extending axons.

At a molecular level, this supportive function
might be at least partially achieved via modulation of
actin dynamics. In line with this hypothesis, we
showed that Fmi can modulate, similar to Fra, the
function of the small GTPase Rac1, a previously
identified downstream target of Fra (Dorsten et al.
2007). Nevertheless, our data suggest that Fmi does
not act through the typical Fra commissural signaling.
In fact, we did not identify a common component
immediately downstream of the receptor level, such
as Abl.

Cooperative functions of Fmi and Net/Fra signal-
ing have been reported also in other contexts. In
mice, Net/DCC signaling is important for the
development of many axonal tracts in the brain,
such as the corpus callosum and the anterior
commissure (Serafini et al. 1996; Fazeli et al. 1997).
Interestingly, the anterior commissure is absent also
in Celsr-3�/� mice (Tissir et al. 2005; Zhou et al.
2008). Moreover, loss of either Celsr-3 or Net-1
affects guidance of the thalamocortical tracts extend-
ing in the internal capsule (Braisted et al. 2000;
Finger et al. 2002; Powell et al. 2008; Zhou et al.
2008; Moln�ar et al. 2012), which might suggest a
common pathway. Together, these findings empha-
size that similar molecular machineries are exploited
during axonal development in different neuronal
systems. However, the exact components can be
variable, sharing some overlapping functions. The
different functions and signaling of Net/Fra and Fmi
systems between the Drosophila visual system and
midline as well as in the mammalian brain provides
an interesting setting for developmental and evolu-
tionary neurobiological studies.

Planar cell polarity in midline axon guidance

Recently, several studies evidenced the importance of
PCP molecules in many aspects of neural develop-
ment including axon guidance, dendrite maturation,
neural migration, and maturation (Tissir & Goffinet
2010). Despite that numerous examples support the
idea that the PCP signaling plays a role in axon guid-
ance using conserved molecular complexes (Shafer
et al. 2011; Tissir & Goffinet 2013; Hua et al. 2014),
our results in the midline suggest a somewhat differ-
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ent scenario. Only Fmi and Fz but not Vang or Dsh
seem to play a role (Fig. 6). It is noteworthy that we
used the dsh1 allele, which only affects the PCP path-
way but not the canonical Wnt pathway (Boutros
et al. 1998). Therefore, there is still a possibility that
Fmi or Fz recruits Dsh, which directs signaling
toward a non-PCP Wnt pathway. However, this
hypothesis seems to be unlikely, as no phenotype
resulted upon manipulation of Wnt genes (Fig. S1 in
Supporting Information). This finding showed
another difference between vertebrates and inverte-
brates system. In fact, PCP signaling components
mediate Wnt5-dependent commissural growth (Sha-
fer et al. 2011), whereas we found that at the VNC,
Fmi’s ability of mediating midline crossing is not
related to its responsiveness to a Wnt gradient.

Therefore, we propose that during Drosophila mid-
line guidance, Fmi or Fz are acting independently of
classical PCP components. In the case of Fmi, our
data suggest that both homophilic and heterophilic
interactions are needed.

Experimental procedures

Fly stocks

The following stocks were obtained from the Bloomington

Drosophila Stock Center: fra3, fra4, dsh1, vang153, Abl1, UAS-

fra, elav-Gal4, 1407-Gal4, eg-Gal4(MZ360-Gal4), sim-Gal4,

UAS-mcd8-GFP, ftzng-Gal4, UAS-RacV12, UAS-Rac1, UAS-

Cdc42, UAS-rho1, UAS-Cdc42V12, UAS-Abl, UAS-

AblK417N, fmiE59, UAS-fmi (Usui et al. 1999), UAS-fmiDN:

EYFP (Kimura et al. 2006), esnKO6 (Matsubara et al. 2011)

were obtained from T. Uemura laboratory, fzKD4 (Clandinin

& Zipursky 2000) from T. Clandinin, gcm-Gal4 (Ting et al.

2005) from Chi-hon Lee, UAS-fmiDIntra (Strutt & Strutt

2008) from D. Strutt, NetABD (Brankatschk & Dickson

2006) from B. Dickson. Detailed genotypes are included in

figure legends.

All the crosses were carried out at 25 °C. Embryos were

genotyped using marked balancer chromosomes and, in case

of NetABD mutants, stained with anti-sex lethal antibody.

Histological analysis

Embryos were dechorionated, fixed with formaldehyde, devi-

tellinized with methanol, and fluorescently stained according to

standard methods. The following primary antibodies were used:

mouse anti-Fasciclin-II/mAb 1D4 [Developmental Studies

Hybridoma Bank (DSHB); 1 : 100], rabbit anti-GFP

(1 : 1000; Clontech), Alexa 647-conjugated goat anti-HRP

(1 : 250; Jackson ImmunoResearch), mouse anti-sex lethal/

mAb M18 (1 : 100; DSHB), mouse anti-Flamingo (1 : 20;

DSHB), rabbit anti-Frazzled (from Y.N. Jan; 1 : 100), and

chicken anti-b-Galactosidase (1 : 1000; Abcam). The following

secondary antibodies were all used at 1 : 250 dilution: Cy3-

conjugated donkey anti-mouse (Dianova), Alexa 488-conju-

gated donkey anti-rabbit (Invitrogen), and Alexa 568-conju-

gated goat anti-chicken (Invitrogen). Embryos were filleted

and mounted in vectashield mounting medium (Vectorlabs).

Images were acquired with an Olympus FV 1000 confocal

microscope and processed in Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator.

Phenotypic quantification

For quantification of the posterior commissure phenotypes,

stage 16–17 embryos were stained with anti-HRP antibody.

When possible, eight abdominal segments were analyzed per

embryo, and for each embryo, the percentage of defective pos-

terior commissure was calculated. Commissures were scored as

defective when absent or substantially thinner than in wild-

type embryos. For EW neurons crossing phenotype, eight

abdominal segments of stage 15–16 embryos were analyzed,

and for each embryo, the percentage of non-crossing segments

was calculated. A segment was scored as non-crossing when

axons of the two EW clusters failed to reach the midline. In

both posterior commissures and EW neurons phenotype, sem

depicted in the histograms was based on the number of

embryos per genotype (usually between 15 and 20). For ecto-

pic crossing phenotype, stage 17 embryos were stained with

anti-FasII antibody. Eight abdominal segments were analyzed

per embryos, and FasII-positive axons were scored as ectopi-

cally crossing the midline when the medial ones were joining

at the midline. Penetrance represents the percentage of

embryos displaying at least one ectopic cross, and expressivity

represents the average number of ectopic crossings among the

embryos that show the phenotype. For statistical analysis, a

Student’s t-test or an ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post hoc cor-

rection was used accordingly to the number of samples.
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